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Plantation Department

Goldtree is planning to extend her nucleus plantation by
800ha. One of the RSPO principles requires a public disclosure meeting before any planting takes places.

The two meetings, one for Yawei and one for Malema Chiefdom were successful. During these meetings the public has
the opportunity to raise questions. After which a report is
made by the Environmental Protection Agency.

Earlier this year the pre-nursery preparations began under the
supervison of our Plantation Manager, Philip Dong.

When the germinated seeds arrive from CIRAD, Benin, they
are planted immediately.

In the early stages, palm fronds are being used to protect the
young plants from the sun and heavy rainfall.

Now the seeds are healthy and ready to be transferred to the
main nursery, where they will grow further until the next planting season.
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Outgrower Department – Technical assistance Program (TAF)

In April 2016, the second Technical Assistance Project (TAF) kicked off. Francisco Ferreira from Argentina ,will train and lead a team of 16 Extension Officers. The main objective is to form and train 240 + farmer groups in Goldtree’s operational area. A second component of the project
focusses on creating access to finance for replanting and the purchase of agricultural inputs. AAF’s TAF is funded primarily by the European
Commission and managed by the International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD). It is co-sponsored by the Italian Development Corporation, United Nations Industrial Development Organisation (UNIDO) and the Alliance for a Green Revolution in Africa (AGRA). TechnoServe implements the facility. The new project at Goldtree is being implemented by WARC.

In the presence of representatives of the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Food Security, EU, World Bank, IFAD, GIZ and the British
High Commission the TAF project was launched officially on June
17th in Freetown.

The International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD) came to
follow up the replanting project from 2011. Most of the plantations are
now in production, improving the livelihood of farmers.

In the meantime the Outgrower department continues to sensitise farmers about ongoing activities over the radio. Clear communication is very important when working with farmers. A well-informed farmer makes a happy farmer who will be ready to work
together with Goldtree to create a better future for themselves and their families through the selling of palm fruits.
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Goldtree - capacity building

In March we had Mechanical Engineer Ton Jongewaard from
PUM on site. Through classes and on the job training he increased the knowledge and skillset of our mechanics. Inaddition two external mechanics were able to follow the training.

Workers receive training in health and safety to ensure compliance with RSPO and IFC standards from the HSE-Manager
Emmanuel Koroma.

General Manger, Pieter Van Dessel, is explaining quality
standards to members of the Oil Palm Growers Associations.

Farmers sharing their experiences on their plantation with
other farmers in the presence of the TAF extension Officers.
These groups are also encouraged to work on each others
farm to reduce the workload.

Rehabilitation water wells Daru

Transport Manager, John Collie is overseeing all building projects, roadworks and vehicle maintenance. One of the current projects is the rehabilitation of four water wells in Daru. These wells have been broken for years and will improve the access to water in the growing Daru community, which with the presence of Goldtree and the construction of a highway all the way to Freetown is rapidly transforming from a little village to one of the busiest trade centres in Kailahun District.
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Goldtree Foundation - Roadworks

After the rainy season , the roads can be in poor condition. Continuous road maintenance is required to ensure operations such
as planting and fruit collection from outgrowers can carry on smoothly. First the grader levels the ground and makes gutters
and side drains.

After which the compactor comes for the important finishing
touch. Compacting the soil helps in ensuring the rain runs off
to the drains and helps reducing erosion.

When completed, a bumpy, back-breaking, road is transformed into a nice smooth ride. Which also reduces vehicle
maintenance costs and fuel consumption.

Bridges and culverts

A road survey done by Goldtree that more than a hundred
creeks and streams have log bridges, constructed by the local
communities.
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Goldtree makes this data available to all actors involved in
road building and construction in Sierra Leone. Where possible the foundation steps in and helps replacing the log bridges with permanent structures.

Miscellaneous

In March , we welcomed the newly appointed Minister of Agriculture, Dr. Monty Jones (left).

We held our quarterly community development action plan
meeting in the presence of World Bank Country Manager,
Parminder Brar. A good chance for him to listen to the local
authorities.

Mr Brar also went on a field trip to get a better understanding
of all outgrower operations such as plantation maintenance,
harvesting and fruit collection.

The World Bank in conjunction with the Ministry of Agriculture
is rolling out a support program for smallholder farmers. This
will give the farmers access to high yielding oil palm seed-

Announcement

On May 21st 2016, Tamba M’Bawa (Goldtree Accountant) married his lovely wife Septicia Cecilia Zainab at the St Charles Parish
Church in Regent, Freetown. We wish the happy couple a long and prosperous life together! Congratulations!
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